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How High Does a Ball Bounce

1. Hold a meter stick vertically, with the zero end on the ground.

2. Drop a tennis ball from the 50 cm mark and record the height to which it bounces.

3. Drop the tennis ball from the 100 cm mark and record the height to which it bounces.

4. Predict how high the ball will bounce if dropped from the 75 cm mark test your prediction.





Falling Marbles

1. Determine and record the mass of each marble.

2. Place an aluminum pan on a stack of 5 sheets of cardboard.

3. Drop each marble, one at a time, from the 1 m mark.

4. After each drop, pick up the pan, turn it over, and measure the depth of the dent. Record the depth.





Wind Up Toy

1. Set the stop watch at 0.

2. Wind the toy with 1 wind and start the stop watch when you release the toy.  Stop the time when the toy stops. Record your time.

3. Repeat above doing 2 winds, 3 winds, and 4 winds.
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 Juggling

1. Toss a ball in a juggling fashion.  The ball should leave your right hand go up in a circle and be caught in your left hand.
	




Penny Power

1. Place 9 pennies in a row on the table so that each penny is touching the one next to it.

2. Put a 10th penny about 12 cm from the back end of the row.  Give the 10th penny a quick push so it slides into the back end of the row.

3. Try pushing the 10th penny harder and then more gently.

4. Place 8 pennies in a row on the table so that each penny is touching the one next to it. Put the remaining two pennies about 12 cm from the back end of the row.  Give the two pennies a quick push so it slides into the back end of the row.

5. Place 9 pennies in a row on the table so that each penny is touching the one next to it. Use a quarter as the knocking coin. Try a dime.

	



Potential Pendulum (experiment needs to be done on the floor not the table.)

1. Raise the pendulum about 12 cm from the crossbar.  Put the ball into the holder and use your finger to hold it in place. 

2. Take your finger away in such a manner the you do not push the pendulum up or down.  Release the pendulum so the ball is launched upon impact with the cross bar.

3. Measure the distance the ball travels (where it first hits the ground).

4. Repeat 2 more times from the same height.

5.  Repeat the experiment with two different heights.
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How High Does a Ball Bounce
Height dropped
50 cm
100 cm
75 cm
Height bounced




1. How high did you predict the ball would bounce?  How did you come up with your prediction?


2. How does the height from which you drop the ball relate to the height to which the ball bounces?


3.Where during the bounce does the ball have kinetic energy?  Potential energy?
	


Falling Marbles

Marble 1
Marble 2
Mass
 


Depth of dent




1. Which marble had the most energy? Why?



2. What kind of potential energy did the marble have at the start? Why?




Wind Up Toy
Winds
1
2
3
4
Time






1. How do you increase the toy’s potential energy?


2. How does increased potential energy affect the toy’s kinetic energy? How can you tell?



3. What kind of potential energy did the toy have?

Juggling
1. Where in the juggle does the ball have kinetic energy?  Potential energy?  



2. How does the speed of the ball change as it moves towards the top?



3. What happens to the kinetic energy?



4. How does the energy change as the ball falls?
	
	

Penny Power
1. What happens when you push the 10th penny into the row of 9 pennies?


2. What happens to the 1st penny when you push the 10th penny harder?


3. What happens to the 1st penny when you push the 10th penny more gently?


4. What happens when you push 2 pennies into the row?


5. What happens when you use a quarter?  Do you need to use more or less force to get the same results?


6. Use potential and kinetic energy to explain your results.




Potential Pendulum
Height of Pendulum
Distance Trial 1
Distance Trial 2
Distance Trial 3
Average Distance 
















1. How does the potential energy of the pendulum arm relate to the kinetic energy of the ball?

